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Hearing the noise outside, George Han was about to go out, but saw that Mo Yang had
already reached the gate: “George Han, come out quickly.”

“Dad, go and see, Nian’er help You look after Aunt Qin Shuang.” Han Nian turned his
head and smiled at George Han.

George Han was taken aback, and sometimes suddenly felt that his daughter had grown
up a lot overnight.

I know how to take care of myself, and I know how to share things for myself. While I am
happy in my heart, but also a little bitter.

The children of the poor are in charge early, and the children who have experienced
hardship are more sensible. Obviously, Nian’er she…

George Han doesn’t know whether this is a good thing or a bad thing, but at least one
thing is certain, his father is not so competent. .

Nodded, George Han’s big hand gently stroked Han Nian’s small face, and nodded:
“Okay, then I will work hard.”

“Hey, Nian’er just doesn’t want Dad to work so hard.” Han Nian smiled. , Gentle Road.

“I got it.” George Han also smiled kindly, and then, he glanced at Dao Twelve: “Look at it,
if Senior Sister Qin Shuang wakes up, tell me in time.”

Dao Twelve pursed his mouth and worked hard. Nodded, there were some tears in his
eyes that were deeply moved by their father and daughter’s love: “Wrap me.”

George Han got up, and then walked quickly outside the house.

At this time, the crowd outside the house had already gathered together, and they
looked up, as if there was something in the sky.

And George Han could also faintly feel that the sky at this time did not rise above the
morning tomorrow, and the light seemed to be lightened a lot, and there was even some
green light in the air.

“Leader, look, what is that?”

Seeing George Han coming out, Ningyue, who was closest to George Han, suddenly
pointed to the sky and said nervously.



When George Han heard this, he walked outside a few steps and looked up in the
direction of Ningyue’s fingers, and he was stunned for a moment.

In the midair at this time, a natural vision!

I don’t know when, above the void, a huge cloud suddenly appeared, almost covering
half of the sky. And in the clouds, there is a huge pothole. The inside of the pothole is
green and surrounded by golden rims.

As the surrounding golden light continues to shine, the green gas in the pothole is
constantly surging, and it seems that something is hiding in it!

“What’s going on?” George Han asked strangely.

“I don’t know, as soon as you walked with your front foot, suddenly there was no wind
and clouds in the sky. After that, the clouds were connected, and it became what it is
now.” Ningyue shook her head and said helplessly.

George Han condensed his eyebrows slightly, but there was a movement of energy in
his hand, and then he split into two.

Half of it resisted the top of Xianling Island, creating a huge protective barrier, and half
went straight to the Baiyun Green Cave, wanting to find out.

“What a strong power!” George Han was shocked in his heart almost as soon as he
reached Baiyun’s surroundings.

From the clouds, Han Sanqianneng clearly felt that an extremely strong force was
beating slightly.

Although its existence is very hidden, how did it escape George Han’s consciousness? !

“Leader, is there any danger?” Ningyue saw that George Han’s expression was wrong,
coupled with the sudden change above the island, said cautiously.

“Let everyone stand apart and be careful at all times.” George Han nodded.

It was really strange that suddenly a weird cloud appeared on the top of the island, and
the energy inside was still very strong, which is really incredible and at the same time
very worrying.

“Yes!” Ningyue nodded, not daring to neglect in the slightest, and quickly went down and
ordered.

Almost at the same time, the entire cloud layer suddenly trembled crazily, and the
golden light around the hole entered a white-hot sparkle.



And what was even more terrifying was that there were horrible rumblings in the entire
mid-air, as if ten thousand thunders were hiding, the green clouds in the cave also
began to rush desperately.

One thing… seems to be coming out of the cloud!
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Boom! ! !

Suddenly, at this moment, the whole green air was rolling, and then suddenly peaceful
and still! In the next second, with a loud noise from the clouds, a black shadow suddenly
shot directly from the green light!

And at a very fast speed, directly hit the ground.

“Be careful!” George Han yelled, suddenly flipped over in his hand, carrying the powerful
Chaos Qi, suddenly on top!

Hum!

When the dark shadows attacked, the first chaotic barrier laid by George Han broke
instantly!

brush!

Sombra’s speed didn’t decrease at all, and directly attacked George Han who came on
top.

The tip of the needle is to the Maimang!

Almost in the blink of an eye, the two guys, both extremely fast, had already crossed a
distance of several kilometers in the sky at this moment, and were directly facing each
other.

boom!

A green gas spreads directly from the shadows!

boom!

George Han’s Chaos Qi was also suddenly released, and the golden and black light
suddenly flashed!

Almost centered on two people, the two roads with huge luminous energy suddenly met
and confronted each other. The powerful impact intersected and collided at the center
point, and the energy continued to surge wildly outwards, forming two semi-circular arcs!



At the center point, gold and black and green are intertwined, fighting endlessly!

“This guy…what is it?” With huge energy consumption, George Han was already
sweating profusely. At this time, he wanted to look up and see what it was that was
confronting him.

But what made George Han helpless was that the green aura was so abundant that it
was impossible to see exactly what was inside!

Suddenly, almost at this moment, the green energy above suddenly became stronger,
and then George Han felt a feeling of Mount Tai pressing on the top, and the huge
pressure dropped from the top!

boom!

George Han’s whole body, together with his energy shield, crashed down!

“What!”

“The leader was actually beaten back. Isn’t it impossible?”

“Damn, what kind of monster is in the green air group? So fierce?”

“My God, the ability of our leader… There is no one among them, this guy can
actually…” On the

ground, when everyone saw this scene, they couldn’t help but frown, each one was
shocked and worried at the same time!

Everyone is on an isolated island. If George Han can’t stand it, it means everyone will
die here. “It’s interesting.” George Han, who had fallen several meters, showed a trace
of hideousness on his face. In the next second, the Qi can be opened again, and
countless Chaos Qi followed!

boom!

The state of retreat suddenly ended, almost just a pause for a few seconds, and
suddenly moved upward.

“Look at it, the leader has returned, and he regained the advantage.” Someone said in
shock at this moment.

As he shouted, countless people also became excited.

“Damn, let me just say it, our leader is the fucking George Han, who can take advantage
of him? It was obvious that the leader just tried his best.”

” Yes , as soon as the leader exerts his strength, the goods will be sold.



Ca n’t help it.” “Isn’t it normal that I can’t stand it? Don’t forget the dilemma of the two
true gods on the Dragon Mountain and the Immortal Valley.”

George Han took advantage, and everyone breathed out.

However, Ningyue was not at all happy. Although George Han quickly regained the
initiative, there was a fact that no one could deny.

That’s the monster in the cloud, it’s no small matter.

“What else?” At this time, George Han smiled softly.

“Of course, I’m afraid you can’t stand it.” In the green breath, the monster laughed softly.

George Han just wanted to fight back, but the next second, his brows frowned. Then, he
smiled softly, “Really?”

“Try it and you will know.” With a grinning grin, the clouds in the sky changed abruptly. ,
The pothole in the center also twisted and changed, and finally the two turned into a blue
smoke, directly drilling into the place where the monster was.

boom!

The green light suddenly increased geometrically, and the extremely powerful light even
directly printed the green sky for a long time.

“Damn!” George Han cursed in a low voice, and the whole person directly felt that
dozens of mountains were crushed down.

After suddenly falling tens of meters, George Han shouted angrily at this time, and the
breath of the dragon heart was also released!

All of a sudden, the Buddha was peaceful, and the picture seemed to be still.

In the next second, the air suddenly moved, and the space defense was torn apart!

The earth was trembling slightly, and everyone felt an extremely powerful force against
the sky!

Another shocking and shocking scene appeared!
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centered on George Han, like a small eye, but suddenly the embankment slammed on,
and the water of Wanjun suddenly arrived!

boom!



Burst in midair!

Even above the ground, there are flying sand and rocks, many roofs even collapsed
directly and trees broke.

If it weren’t for Du Yisheng and Ningyue and other masters to join forces to rush to
support the shield, I am afraid that many people on the spot will have to be blown away!

In the air, with George Han’s detonation, in the next second, George Han’s entire figure
speeded up like a rocket, rushing directly!

brush!

The seemingly powerful green energy was instantly broken by George Han’s figure!

Wow!

Have entered the nine heavens!

Looking back into the sky, I saw that the green qi below was broken, and a huge hole
was suddenly shot out by George Han’s figure.

The green gas began to dissipate gradually.

Above the ground, after avoiding the attack of the air wave, everyone was taken aback
for a moment, and then, a thunderous roar erupted!

“Handsome!” The

crowd on the ground exploded.

Countless disciples were emotional.

“My heaven, I know that our leader will never let us down. The incident just now was so
handsome.”

“Yeah, yeah, he is simply the male god in my heart. As for the other so-called true gods,
Let them go to hell, my lord is the only god in my heart.”

A group of female disciples of Baguio Palace, even with a slightly blushing face, could
not help expressing themselves to George Han in the sky at this time. The feeling of
admiration.

“What a fucking pervert, my dear!” Zhong Beihai looked at the sky, and his whole body
felt cold behind his back.



When I first met with George Han in a restaurant, fortunately, I was not strong enough,
and I admitted my mistake when I heard Da Ming. Otherwise, just now, I’m afraid that he
will have to become a flying god pig.

Too terrifying and bloody his grandma.

dry!

Du Yisheng also held his breath, although it looked calm and calm, and he didn’t say a
word, it seemed calm.

But in fact, his heart has already been turbulent, is this…is his George Han’s true
ability?

Depend on!

The battle between him and himself in the restaurant…

Suddenly, Du was dumb all his life.

He got it.

The energy that erupted before and after the two was not at the same level. Simply put,
in the restaurant battle that day, what he faced was not the real George Han at all, or in
other words, George Han did not use his full strength against him. If it was George Han
who had been against him, he believed that he would never stand here safe and sound
throughout his life.

Even if you don’t die, you have to be disabled at least.

“Gentleman.” Du Shengsheng smiled and praised in his heart.

Although he provoked him again and again because of misunderstanding at the
beginning, but in fact, he was merciful to his men. If it weren’t for a gentleman, what
else? !

Lu Yuan and the others also stared blankly at the sky in a daze, dumb for a moment.

They had stayed in the Blue Mountain Pavilion on the top of the Blue Mountain, and
rarely went out. Although they could hear the heroic deeds of George Han, they had a
rare opportunity to see his true skills.

Although I saw it once in Yamanaka last time, I still feel nervous and exciting when I see
you now.

And compared to the last time this time, they were even more amazed.

“Is this George Han in his heyday?” Lu Yuan looked at George Han tightly, unbelievable.



“Such a god, no wonder it can be favored by the young lady.”

“Although it is just a pure internal force competition, without too many fancy spells. But it
is these simple and simple things that are the purest cultivation level. Show!”

“Yes, dazzling spells and swordsmanship may be attributed to the mystery of the
method, but internal strength is the most fundamental thing of a person, and what
George Han just showed is undoubtedly explaining to everyone that he is the most
primitive Internal strength cultivation is the fundamental foundation of his strongest
posture.”

Compared with other people, the disciples of the Blue Mountain Pavilion clearly see
more thoroughly, and they see more accurately, naturally, and more dark Sheng admire.

Even if the Blue Mountain Lu Family masters are in groups, they should be
commonplace to masters, but such a deep internal strength cultivation is also a rare
sight for them.

“Kacha!”

Suddenly, just as Han Sanqianshi , where everyone focused their eyes on the sky, a
black shadow fell directly from the sky.

Then, it landed directly in the center of the ground, and the dust and smoke were
everywhere.

A group of people were suddenly shocked, and they turned their heads to look…
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